
ROGER LOVE

THE #1 VOICE COACH IN AMERICA

roger has helped oscar, screen actors guild 

and dozens of grammy award winners

RogeR Love is the #1 
speech tRaineR & vocaL 
coach in ameRica.

"Your voice is the 

fastest way for 

others to know, like 

and trust you.

It's the greatest tool 

of influence you will 

ever own."

Roger Love is recognized as one of the world’s leading authorities on voice. 

No other vocal coach in history has been more commercially successful in 

both the speaking and singing fields. 

Roger has vocally produced more than 150 million-unit sales worldwide, 

written 3 top selling books, created multiple bestselling audio, video and 

online programs, and appeared as a regular in 4 major network TV shows. His 

Academy Award winning film coaching credits include Walk The Line, Crazy 

Heart, and A Star Is Born.

actors
Roger has vocal coached actors such as Reese Witherspoon, Bradley 

Cooper, Joaquin Phoenix, Jeff Bridges, Colin Farrell, Keira Knightley, 

Angelina Jolie, Rooney Mara, Zoe Saldana, Mary Steenburgen, Steve 

Carrell and Will Ferrell.

singers
Roger’s singing students range from The Beach Boys to John Mayer, Selena 

Gomez, Gwen Stefani, Phish and Maroon 5. 

speakers
Roger has coached professional speaker/personalities such as Anthony 

Robbins, Rachel Hollis, Brendon Burchard, Simon Sinek and Suze Orman. 

corporations
Roger’s corporate clients include Forbes, JP Morgan, Kimberly Clark, Rock 

Financial/Quicken Loans, IHeart Media, Zappos, Western Digital, and 

countless CEO’s, entrepreneurs and Fortune 100 and 500 companies. 

"Thank you for making 
my voice sound so 

beautiful."

- Reese WitheRspoon

RACheL hoLLis

"Roger truly enhanced 
my performance in the 
movie Crazy Heart."

- Jeff BRidges

"Roger is a magician. 
He saved my career."

- BRendon BURChARd

"I'm definitely a more 
aware and powerful 

speaker because of Roger."

- siMon sineK
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roger has worked with both emerging and large 

corporations. here are just a few examples:

coRpoRate

Roger was hired by Zappos to train their 2700 employees how to Sound like 

their Core values, giving the company a unified voice.

Kimberly Clark brough Roger in to train the top 1000 salespeople how to 

communicate on a higher emotionally connective way and generate more sales 

revenue.

Roger was hired by JP Morgan to train the top female wealth managers in the 

company.

He has been working with Forbes and the Forbes School of Business and 

Technology. He created an innovative course in Business Communications for 

their students.  

Roger was hired by Rock Financial/Quicken Loans to coach over 300 of their 

financial advisors how to sell mortgage refinancing over the phone. During the 

three-year commitment, sales went up. 

The CEO and founder of Famous Dave’s Barbeque, one of the top international 

restaurant groups in the last decade, hired Roger Love. Dave credits Roger as 

a substantial part of that success, stating that finding his “Voice” gave him the 

confidence to speak in public and lead the company forward.

Roger has also worked with 1-800-Dentist founder and spokesperson, Fred 

Joyal, to create a voice that works for him, the company, the commercials, the 

call centers and the brand.
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roger delivers expert and professional speeches

speaKeR topics

Roger Love combines scientific findings, breakthrough techniques, and over 

30-years of experience winning his clients Grammys, Oscars, and millions 

of dollars in speaking and sales revenue.  He changes his clients’ voices 

and their lives. He helps to create a voice that resonates with the needs and 

dreams of his students. 

Roger delivers expert and professional speeches on topics such as: 

• Voice: The Greatest Communication Tool You Possess

• How to Communicate Across All Virtual Platforms

• The Voice of Healing

• How to Become a Master Presenter

• How to Sing like a Superstar

• How to Influence Any Audience

• How to Create the Voice of Your Business 

• The Voice of Selling: The greatest tool a marketer can have 

Roger can be contacted at info@voiceplace.com

 Dramatically increase your 
ability to influence people and 
achieve greater success and 
self-confidence. 

 Present your best self in every 
public situation and control the 
way others perceive you. 

 Learn incredible secrets to 
emotional presentations that 
have never been revealed to the 
general public before. 

 Learn how to eliminate all forms 
of stage fright and any fears of 
public speaking. 

 Find out how to control the 
melody of your voice and keep 
listeners hanging on every word 
you speak. 

 Uncover the mystery of volume 
and how to show strength, 
power and charisma. 

 Discover how to never lose your 
voice and how to experience 
new levels of physical well-
being. 

 Experience the treasures of 
tonality and how to focus 
your physiology, mindset and 
voice to become the ultimate 
communicator. 

 Discover or polish your singing 
potential. 

 Find your “true” voice, be ready 
to share your unique message 
with the world and claim the 
personal and financial rewards 
that come along with it. 
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